
15-110 Check4 - Written Portion

Name:

AndrewID:

Complete the following problems in the fillable PDF, or print out the PDF, write your
answers by hand, and scan the results.

When you are finished, upload your check4.pdf to Check4 - Written on Gradescope,
and upload your check4.py file to Check4 - Programming on Gradescope. Make sure
to check the autograder feedback after you submit!

Written Problems
#1 - Best Case and Worst Case - 20pts
#2 - Calculating Big-O Families - 25pts
#3 - Tree Vocabulary - 5pts
#4 - Graph Vocabulary - 10pts

Programming Problems
#1 - getLeftmost(t) - 10pts
#2 - getInitialTeams(bracket) - 15pts
#3 - largestEdge(g) - 15pts



Written Problems

#1 - Best Case and Worst Case - 20pts
Can attempt after Runtime and Big-O Notation lecture

For each of the following functions, describe an input that would result in best-case
efficiency, then describe an input that would result in worst-case efficiency. This
generic input must work at any possible size; don't answer 1 for isPrime, for example.

def getEmail(words):

# words is a list of strings

for i in range(len(words)):

if "@" in words[i]:

return words[i]

return "No email found"

def isPrime(num):

for factor in range(2, num):

if num % factor == 0:

return False

return True

What is a best case input for getEmail?

What is a worst case input for getEmail?

What is a best case input for isPrime?

What is a worst case input for isPrime?



#2 - Calculating Big-O Families - 25pts
Can attempt after Runtime and Big-O Notation lecture

For each of the following functions, check the Big-O function family that function
belongs to. You should determine the function family by considering how the number of
steps the algorithm takes grows as the size of the input grows.

def countEven(L): # n = len(L)

result = 0

for i in range(len(L)):

if L[i] % 2 == 0:

result = result + 1

return result

⃞ O(1)

⃞ O(logn)

⃞ O(n)

⃞ O(nlogn)

⃞ O(n2)

# n = len(L)

def sumFirstTwo(L):

if len(L) < 2:

return 0

return L[0] + L[1]

⃞ O(1)

⃞ O(logn)

⃞ O(n)

⃞ O(nlogn)

⃞ O(n2)

# n = len(L1) = len(L2)

def linearSearchAll(L1, L2):

count = 0

for item in L1:

# Hint: linear search complexity..?

if linearSearch(L2, item) == True:

count = count + 1

return count

⃞ O(1)

⃞ O(logn)

⃞ O(n)

⃞ O(nlogn)

⃞ O(n2)

# n = len(L1) = len(L2)

def binarySearchAll(L1, L2):

count = 0

for item in L1:

# Hint: binary search complexity..?

if binarySearch(L2, item) == True:

count = count + 1

return count

⃞ O(1)

⃞ O(logn)

⃞ O(n)

⃞ O(nlogn)

⃞ O(n2)

# n = len(L); original call has i = 0

def recursiveSum(L, i):

if i == len(L):

return 0

else:

return L[i] + recursiveSum(L, i+1)

⃞ O(1)

⃞ O(logn)

⃞ O(n)

⃞ O(nlogn)

⃞ O(n2)



#3 - Tree Vocabulary - 5pts
Can attempt after Trees lecture

Consider the following tree, implemented in code with our dictionary implementation:

How many nodes does this tree have?

Which nodes are children of the node with value "C"?

What is the value of the root of the tree?

What are the values of the leaves of the tree?

If we ran the first version of the function countNodes

from lecture on this tree (with leaf base case), what is
the total number of function calls that would be made?



#4 - Graph Vocabulary - 10pts
Can attempt after Graphs lecture

In class we discussed how a graph can be used to model a social network. Create a
social network graph of your own design with the same notation we used in class (ovals
for nodes, lines for edges). You can base the graph on whoever you like- fictional
characters, celebrities, people in your own life, etc.- but your graph must meet the
following requirements:

● The graph should contain at least five labeled nodes
● The graph should contain at least five edges
● The graph should contain an annotation that points out a pair of neighbors
● The graph should contain an annotation describing whether it is weighted or

unweighted (your choice, but the annotation must match the graph)
● The graph should contain an annotation describing whether it is directed or

undirected (your choice, but the annotation must match the graph)

You can do this with a picture of a physical drawing or an online image editing tool (like
Google Drawings). To upload the image in the box below, use the same approach you
used on Hw2.



Programming Problems
For each of these problems (unless otherwise specified), write the needed code directly
in the Python file, in the corresponding function definition.

All programming problems may also be checked by running 'Run File As Script' on the
starter file, which calls the function testAll() to run test cases on all programs.

#1 - getLeftmost(t) - 10pts
Can attempt after Trees lecture

Write the function getLeftmost(t) that takes a binary tree in our dictionary format and
returns the contents of the leftmost child of that tree. This is the child we reach if we
keep moving down and left from the root node until we cannot go left any further. For
example, in the tree:

Which is represented as the dictionary:

t = { "contents" : "A",

"left" : { "contents" : "B",

"left" : { "contents" : "D", "left" : None, "right" : None},

"right" : None },

"right" : { "contents" : "C",

"left" : { "contents" : "E",

"left" : { "contents" : "G", "left" : None, "right" : None },

"right" : { "contents" : "H", "left" : None, "right" : None } },

"right" : { "contents" : "F", "left" : None, "right" : None } } }

We go from A to B, then from B to D, then we can't go left any further. "D" is the
contents of the leftmost node and is returned when we call the function on t.
Hint: you can solve this using recursion, or you can just use a while loop.



#2 - getInitialTeams(bracket) - 15pts
Can attempt after Trees lecture

We can represent a tournament bracket from a sports competition as a binary tree. To
do this, store the winning team as the root node. Its children are the winning team
again, as well as the second-place team. In general, every node represents the winner
of a match, and its two children are the two teams that competed in that match.

For example, the following bracket represents the last two rounds of the Women's World
Cup in 2019.

In our binary tree dictionary format, this would look like:

t1 = { "contents" : "United States",

"left" : { "contents" : "United States",

"left"  : { "contents" : "England", "left" : None, "right" : None },

"right" : { "contents" : "United States", "left" : None, "right" : None}},

"right" : { "contents" : "Netherlands",

"left"  : { "contents" : "Netherlands", "left" : None, "right" : None },

"right" : { "contents" : "Sweden", "left" : None, "right" : None } }

}

Write the function getInitialTeams(bracket) which takes a tournament bracket and
returns a list of all the teams that participated in that tournament. For example, if the
function is called on the tree above it might return [ "England", "United States",

"Netherlands", "Sweden" ]. You will need to implement this function recursively to
access all the nodes. We recommend that you start by looking at the sumNodes and
listValues examples from the slides.

Hint 1: how can we get all of the teams to show up in the list exactly once? Every team
occurs at the very beginning of the tournament, in the first set of matches. In the tree,
this is represented by the leaves, so you should not include values on non-leaf nodes.

Hint 2: make sure the type you return is the same in both base and recursive cases!



#3 - largestEdge(g) - 15pts
Can attempt after Graphs lecture

We often want to find the largest edge weight in a graph. This can help us identify
useful information, like the most congested street in a city or the two gas stops that are
farthest apart on a highway. Write the function largestEdge(g) that takes a weighted
graph in our dictionary format and returns a list holding two elements - the two
endpoints of the edge with the largest weight in the graph. For example, in the graph:

Which is represented as the dictionary:

g = { "A" : [ [ "B", 10 ], [ "C",  2 ], [ "F", 25 ] ],

"B" : [ [ "A", 10 ], [ "D", 42 ] ],

"C" : [ [ "A",  2 ], [ "E", 30 ] ],

"D" : [ [ "B", 42 ] ],

"E" : [ [ "C", 30 ], [ "F",  9 ] ],

"F" : [ [ "A", 25 ], [ "E",  9 ] ],

"G" : [ ] }

The largest edge has the weight 42. That edge is between the nodes B and D, so if we
call the function on that graph, it will return [ "B", "D" ] (or [ "D", "B" ] - the order
doesn't matter).

To find the largest edge, modify the find-most-common/find-largest-item pattern we've
discussed several times in class. Iterate over each of the nodes in the graph, then for
each node iterate over each of that node's neighbors to visit each edge.

Note: to make this easier, you are guaranteed that all edge weights will be positive and
there will be at least one edge in the graph.
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